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crime statistics
Locations are pinpointed to the nearest roads and intersections to protect privacy.
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The Ottawa Police Service Crime Map (Year-to-Date) is an interactive mapping tool that allows users to filter and query selected
crime types by neighbourhood, police division, and other data attributes, according to the police service. PHOTO BY OTTAWA
POLICE SERVICE /Screenshot

Ottawa police have launched new data visualization tools, with a map showing the location of select
crimes throughout the city.

The interactive map shows crimes from the current year up to the previous day, with locations pinpointed
to the nearest roads and intersections to protect privacy.

View the interactive crime map here.

“The crime dataset can be reviewed and discussed in coordinated crime prevention initiatives and to
improve community awareness and personal safety,” the map’s disclaimer reads.

The crime map shows reported homicides, attempted murder, assault, criminal harassment, uttering
threats, harassment, robbery, break and enter, vehicle theft, theft under $5,000 and theft over $5,000, as

https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/7db5b7d590754c9988d89643542ba646/page/Page/?views=Filter
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well as arson and mischief.

For example, the map shows a string of thefts occurred along Bank Street between Slater and McLeod
streets between Nov. 7 and 11.

As of Wednesday, there had been 261 reported instances of theft under $5,000 in Ottawa this year, the
map showed, making up the largest percentage of 545 crimes recorded on the map over the previous
week. Mischief accounted for 67 crimes, and there were 50 reports of vehicle theft.

The Ottawa Police Service also launched a tracker for overdose calls from 2018 to 2022, with that data
showing a significant increase. Between 2018 and 2021, the rate of overdoses doubled. Since 2018, police
received 2,582 overdose calls, 666 of them in 2022. Police have administered Narcan, or naloxone, a drug
that can reverse overdoses, 185 times since 2021.

Meanwhile, police received 71 reports of hate crimes in 2015, but that number increased by more than
300 per cent for 2022, when there were 317.
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Join the conversation, David McKie

Just more useless propaganda, The Ottawa Police don't do much about crime anyway, They allowed elder
abuse, fraud , theft to go on for years knowing the details and having been given witness information, What
is needed in competent policing not more gimmicks to distract from the poor job they do

Shawn Hayward 1 DAY AGO
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Is this the kind of toys driving up the cop budget?

Wayne Porter 1 DAY AGO
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What happened to the Neighbourhood Watch program? I was a NW Co-ordinator in my area for 20 years
and would regularly meet with our Community Police officers, along with NW Co-ordinators from other
wards. We had access to Crime Stats and Crime Maps for our areas and we would report to our various
watches the information we had received. I retired 10 years ago and it doesn't seem like the NW program is
promoted anymore. It allowed communities to take charge by reporting suspicious activity to police. I seem
to remember reading back then that communities with the NW signs had less crime as would-be
perpetrators knew someone was keep an eye out.
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Ottawa could reduce Crime by 30% to 50% in 3 to 5 years. Other cities have done so. See more by going to
the Federation of Citizens Associations website:

https://fca-fac.ca/2023/10/harnessing-success-to-reduce-crime-free-online-seminar/

You can watch the video (90 minutes) or read the PowerPoints by to experts Dr Irvin Waller and Dr Melanie
Bania.

Just excellent! Hopeful too!

Elizabeth McAllister 2 DAYS AGO
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Following the latest links from the OPS home page one can only assume that someone's .... stolen it. No
page found.
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